
2021: Served as volunteer judge for Apparo's Mission Possible
Award program

2015: Supported Habitat for Humanity in their efforts to improve
and expand their fundraising, also became advocate for Apparo
amongst his colleagues at his former employer
2017: Delivered technology assessment and plan to improve
mission-focused effectiveness at Opera Carolina
2018: Conducted technology assessment and delivered plan
for improvement of processes to Habitat for Humanity
2020: Became Apparo volunteer advocate at AIG
2021: Helped Samaritan's Feet address their technology and
infrastructure pain points through an assessment and plan

I continue to serve and advocate for others to volunteer with Apparo because I see the benefits for our team. I
support the horizontal organization at AIG and I appreciate bringing people together as one company to solve
problems. Cross-functional internal projects can get stuck when people don’t know how to navigate across the
company. These nonprofit engagements give people a way to rally together around the nonprofit and giving
back. This breaks down barriers and organizational silos, bringing us together as one AIG. Everyone who
participates in an Apparo volunteer engagement is ecstatic about it." - Deepak Shamarao 

"We didn't know what we didn't
know. We just had a feeling that
things were not quite what they
needed to be. Without [Deepak &
AIG's support], to a large degree,
we would be limping along and
performing guesswork to improve
our situation. [They] went far
above and beyond my
expectations. They were
unbelievably thorough around
every facet of the entire process,
helping us put steps in action."-
Angela Carlson, Executive
Director of Finance & General
Manager, Samaritan's Feet

Volunteer Spotlight:
 

Deepak Shamarao
Managing Director, AIG

Apparo volunteer since 2015 and donor since 2017,
Deepak has delivered powerful impact to nonprofits.
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